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APPLICATION FOR PLANNING PERMIT
20 BROOKS ROAD, BRUTHEN
DEVELOPMENT OF A SECOND DWELLING
1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This planning submission is in support of a planning permit application for the development of a second
dwelling on land at 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen.
The subject site is a 49.31 hectare parcel of land located within the locality of Bruthen. The land is zoned Rural
Living and is partially affected by the Bushfire Management Overlay. A permit is required for the development
of a second dwelling under the provisions of the Rural Living Zone. The requirements of the zone are addressed
throughout this submission.
The proposed development of a second dwelling will be supported by a suitable level of infrastructure and
services, is considered appropriate in this location, is not inconsistent with the character of the area and results
in a density that is appropriate for the zone and location. The development is site responsive and will not
detrimentally affect the amenity of the area.
The site has access to a suitable range of services and facilities and is located only a short distance from the
township of Bruthen.
This submission addresses the following components of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme:
-

Clause 11 – Settlement

-

Clause 12 – Environment and Landscape

-

Clause 13 – Environmental Risks and Amenity

-

Clause 16 – Housing

-

Clause 21.02 –Municipal Planning Strategy

-

Clause 21.03 – Settlement

-

Clause 21.07 – Built Environment and Heritage

-

Clause 35.03 – Rural Living Zone

-

Clause 65

The information provided within this submission addresses the requirements of the East Gippsland Planning
Scheme and concludes that the proposed dwelling will result in a positive contribution to the rural residential
component of Bruthen.
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2.

INTRODUCTION:

We act on behalf of Jarrod Kennedy, the applicant for the development of a second dwelling at 20 Brooks
Road, Bruthen being the subject of this planning application.
This submission and supporting documentation address the relevant provisions of the East Gippsland Planning
Scheme to assist Council planning officers in considering the merit of the proposed development having
consideration for the subject site and surrounding land.

3.

SITE AND SURROUNDS

The subject site is located at 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen formally identified as Lot 3 on Plan of Subdivision
218250C contained in Certificate of Title Vol 09950 Fol 248. It is noted that there are no restrictive covenants
or agreements registered on the title. A copy of the title and relevant plan is contained in Appendix A.
The subject site is located within the existing rural residential area within the township of Bruthen. The site
is located approximately 850 metres northwest of the town centre of Bruthen.
Bruthen is a highway service centre located on the Great Alpine Road approximately 25 kilometres north
east of Bairnsdale and 30 kilometres north west of Lakes Entrance. The Great Alpine Road provides a direct
link through to Bruthen and surrounding areas and connecting to the Bruthen-Nowa Nowa Road.
Bruthen acts as a service centre for visitors passing through, providing a suitable area to stop for breaks when
visiting many of the other areas of the region. Bruthen is located on the Gippsland Rail Trail and the Tambo
River, attracting many visitors.
The subject site in relation to Bruthen as well as the surrounding land, is shown in the locality plans below in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Subject Site

Wiseleigh

Bruthen
Figure 1 – Locality Plan – 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen source: mapshare.vic.gov.au)
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Subject Site

Figure 2 – Locality Plan – 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen (source: mapshare.vic.gov.au)

The subject site is approximately 49.31 hectares in area, is irregular in shape and is undulating in nature. The
property contains an existing dwelling, outbuildings, and an existing abandoned dwelling which is to be
removed to facilitate the proposed development. The property contains scattered vegetation and is relatively
vegetated in the northern portion of the site. There and several dams located throughout the property. The
boundaries of the site are delineated by standard rural post and wire fences. The subject site is currently used
for grazing cattle.
Access to the site is existing via the gravel driveway directly from Brooks Road along the eastern boundary.
Brooks Road is a formed bitumen road with grass shoulders and natural swale drains traversing in a northsouth direction linking to Station Road approximately 220 metres to the south of the subject site.
Immediately surrounding the site to the north is zoned Rural Living containing dwellings and associated
facilities, further north is Public Conservation Resource Zone and comprises State Forest. Land adjoining the
site to the east is zoned Township and comprises residential, community and commercial facilities. Land
adjoining the site to the west contains residential development comprising of dwellings and associated
outbuildings. Adjoining the southern boundary of the site is the East Gippsland Rail Trail and is zoned Public
Park and Recreation. There is a small patch of farming land in proximity to the subject site to the south.
The site and surrounding area have access to a range of services and infrastructure including water, electricity,
telecommunications, and a good quality road network.
A visual description of the subject site and surrounding land is outlined in the photographs below.
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Subject Site

Bruthen

Wiseleigh

Photograph 1 – Aerial Photograph of the subject site and surrounding – 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen (source: dpi.vic.gov.au)

Subject Site

Photograph 2 – Aerial Photograph of the subject site and surrounding land – 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen (source: dpi.vic.gov.au)
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Photograph 3 – Existing driveway entrance to the subject site at 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen facing north.

Photograph 4 – Gravel access driveway extending to the existing residential developments facing east.
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Photograph 5 – Subject site facing north.

Photograph 6 – Abandoned dwelling to be removed. Location of the proposed second dwelling facing south.
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Photograph 7 – Subject site facing north east from the proposed dwelling location. Existing dwelling.

Photograph 8 – Existing outbuildings located in the south eastern portion of the site facing north east.
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Photograph 9 – Existing dwelling facing east of the subject site.

Photograph 10 – Gravel driveway facing west.
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Photograph 11 – Abandoned dwelling to be removed and location of the proposed second dwelling facing north.

Photograph 12 – Existing outbuilding adjoining the abandoned dwelling (both to be removed) facing north of the subject site.
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Photograph 13 – Southern portion of the site facing south.

Photograph 14 – Subject site facing west.
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Photograph 15 – Subject site facing west.

Photograph 16 – South western corner of the subject site facing south.
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Photograph 17 – Directly opposite to the west of the subject site facing west.

Photograph 18 – Subject site along the western boundary facing north west.
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Photograph 19 – Existing access driveway facing south west adjoining Brooks Road.

Photograph 20 – Brooks Road facing north.
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Photograph 21 – Brooks Road facing south.

Photograph 22 – Residential development adjoining the subject site along the western boundary at 6-10 Brooks Road.
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4.

PROPOSAL:

This application seeks approval for the development of a second dwelling on land at 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen.
The proposed development plans are contained in Appendix B.
The proposed dwelling will be located in the southwestern portion of the subject site and is to be setback
approximately 100 metres from the northern boundary, approximately 67.10 metres west of the existing
dwelling and setback approximately 128 metres from the western boundary (Brooks Road).
The proposed single storey dwelling will be constructed of linea weatherboards, selected colorbond wall
cladding and selected colorbond roofing and will include:
-

Kitchen, walk in pantry, living and meals area;
2 Bedrooms, master bedroom with ensuite and walk in robe;
Sitting room;
Bathroom;
Carport; and
Decking.

The total area of the proposed dwelling is to be 209.10m2 with the areas calculated as follows:
- Ground floor 125.80m2;
- Verandah 57.60m2;
- Carport 25.70m2
Access to the site is existing via a gravel driveway directly to Brooks Road, which will be extend to the proposed
second dwelling.
Wastewater disposal will be required by way of a septic tank system as recommended by the Land Capability
Assessment undertaken by Streeter Civil Engineering Services Pty Ltd and contained in Appendix C.
The proposed development requires only minimal earthworks being site scraping. One tree is to be removed
to facilitate the development of the second dwelling as identified on the development plans.
All stormwater run-off will be directed to the proposed water tanks then to the legal point of discharge to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority.
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5.
5.1

PLANNING PROVISIONS
PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK

Clause 11 – Settlement provides:
“Planning is to anticipate and respond to the needs of existing and future communities through
provision of zoned and serviced land for housing, employment, recreation and open space, commercial
and community facilities and infrastructure.
Planning is to recognise the need for, and as far as practicable contribute towards:
-

Health and safety.
Diversity of choice.
Adaptation in response to changing technology.
Economic viability.
A high standard of urban design and amenity.
Energy efficiency.
Prevention of pollution to land, water and air.
Protection of environmentally sensitive areas and natural resources.
Accessibility.
Land use and transport integration.

Planning is to prevent environmental problems created by siting incompatible land uses close together.
Planning is to facilitate sustainable development that takes full advantage of existing settlement
patterns, and investment in transport and communication, water and sewerage and social facilities.”
Clause 11.05 – Regional Development
Clause 11.05-1 – Regional settlement networks contains the following objective:
“To promote the sustainable growth and development of regional Victoria through a network of
settlements identified in the Regional Victoria Settlement Framework.”
Relevant strategies identified to achieve this objective include:
- Ensure regions and their settlements are planned in accordance with any relevant regional
growth plan.
- Guide the structure, functioning and character of each settlement taking into account municipal
and regional contexts and frameworks.
- Promote transport and communications and economic linkages between the various settlements
through the identification of servicing priorities in regional land use plans.
- Provide for growth in population and development of facilities and services across a region or
sub-region network.
- Deliver networks of high-quality settlements by:
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o Building on strengths and capabilities of each region across Victoria to respond
sustainably to population growth and changing environments.
o Developing networks of settlements that will support resilient communities and the
ability to adapt and change.
o Balancing strategic objectives to achieve improved land-use and development outcomes
at a regional, catchment and local level.
o Preserving and protecting features of rural land and natural resources and features to
enhance their contribution to settlements and landscapes.
o Encouraging an integrated planning response between settlements within regions and
in adjoining regions and states in accordance with the relevant regional growth plan.
o Providing for appropriately located supplies of residential, commercial, and industrial
land across a region, sufficient to meet community needs in accordance with the
relevant regional growth plan.
o Improving connections to regional and metropolitan transport services and urban
connectivity.
Clause 11.05-4 Regional planning strategies and principles contains the following objective:
“To develop regions and settlements which have a strong identity, are prosperous and are
environmentally sustainable.”
The following relevant strategies are considered applicable:
- Identify and assess the spatial and land use planning implications of a region’s strategic
directions in Regional Strategic Plans.
- Ensure regions and their settlements are planned in accordance with any relevant regional
growth plan.
- Apply the following principles to settlement planning in Victoria’s regions, including the
hinterland areas:
A network of integrated and prosperous regional settlements
Support a network of integrated and prosperous regional settlements by:
- Strengthening networks of settlements by maintaining and improving transport links, spatial
patterns of service delivery, and promoting commercial relationships and community activities.
- Directing growth to locations where utility, transport, commercial and social infrastructure are
available or can be provided in the most efficient and sustainable manner.
- Ensuring there is a sufficient supply of appropriately located residential, commercial, and
industrial land across a region to meet the needs identified at a regional level.
Regional Victoria’s competitive advantages
Maintain and enhance regional Victoria’s competitive advantages by:
- Ensuring that the capacity of major infrastructure (including highways, railways, airports, ports,
communications networks and energy generation and distribution systems) is not affected
adversely by urban development in adjacent areas.
- Focusing major government and private sector investments in regional cities and centres on
major transport corridors, particularly railway lines, in order to maximize the access and mobility
of communities.
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- Providing adequate and competitive land supply, including urban regeneration, redevelopment
and greenfield sites, to meet future housing and urban needs and to ensure effective utilization
of land.
- Strengthening settlements by ensuring that retail, office-based employment, community
facilities and services are concentrated in central locations.
Climate change, natural hazards and community safety
Respond to the impacts of climate change and natural hazards and promote community safety by:
- Siting and designing new dwellings, subdivision and other development to minimize risk to life,
property, the natural environment and community infrastructure from natural hazards, such as
bushfire and flood.
- Developing adaptation response strategies for existing settlements in hazardous and high-risk
areas to accommodate change over time.
- Encouraging reduced energy and water consumption through environmentally sustainable
subdivision and building design.
- Encouraging a form and density of settlements that support sustainable transport to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Distinct and diverse regional settlements
Support growth and development of distinctive and diverse regional settlements by:
- Encouraging high-quality urban and architectural design which respects the heritage character
and identity of each settlement.
- Ensuring development respects and enhances the scenic amenity, landscape features and view
corridors of each settlement.
- Limiting urban sprawl and directing growth into existing settlements, promoting and capitalizing
on opportunities for urban renewal and redevelopment.
- Ensuring that the potential of land that may be required for future urban expansion is not
compromised.
- Creating opportunities to enhance open space networks within and between settlements.
Livable settlements and healthy communities
Promote livable regional settlements and healthy communities by:
- Responding to changing community needs and facilitating timely provision of, and access to,
social infrastructure and services.
- Encouraging the development of compact urban areas which are based around existing or
planned activity centres to maximize accessibility to facilities and services.
- Improving the availability of a diverse range of affordable accommodation, including social
housing, in locations with good access to transport, commercial facilities and community
services.
- Supporting innovative ways to maintain equitable service delivery to settlements that have
limited or no capacity for further growth, or that experience population decline.
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Clause 12 – Environmental and Landscape values provides:
“Planning should help to protect the health of ecological systems and the biodiversity they support
(including ecosystems, habitats, species and genetic diversity) and conserve areas with identified
environmental and landscape values.
Planning must implement environmental principles for ecologically sustainable development that have
been established by international and national agreements. Foremost amongst the national
agreements is the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment, which sets out key principles for
environmental policy in Australia. Other agreements include National Strategy for Ecologically
Sustainable Development, National Greenhouse Strategy, the National Water Quality Management
Strategy, the National Strategy for the Conservation of Australia’s Biological Diversity, the National
Forest Policy Statement and National Environment Protection Measures.
Planning should protect sites and features of nature conservation, biodiversity, geological or landscape
value.”
Clause 13 – Environmental Risks provides:
“Planning should adopt a best practice environmental management and risk management approach
which aims to avoid or minimize environmental degradation and hazards. Planning should identify and
manage the potential for the environment, and environmental changes, to impact upon the economic,
environmental or social well-being of society.”
Clause 13.03-2 Erosion and landslip contains the objective:
“To protect areas prone to erosion, landslip or other land degradation processes.”
The following strategies are identified:
- Identify areas subject to erosion or instability in planning schemes and when considering the use
and development of land.
- Prevent inappropriate development in unstable areas or areas prone to erosion.
- Promote vegetation retention, planting and rehabilitation in areas prone to erosion and
instability.
Clause 15 – Built Environment and Heritage provides:
“Planning should ensure all new land use and development appropriately responds to its landscape,
valued built form and cultural context, and protect places and sites with significant heritage,
architectural, aesthetic, scientific and cultural value.
Creating quality built environments supports the social, cultural, economic and environmental
wellbeing of our communities, cities and towns.
Land use and development planning must support the development and maintenance of communities
with adequate and safe physical and social environments for their residents, through the appropriate
location of uses and development and quality of urban design.”
Planning should achieve high quality urban design and architecture that:
- Contributes positively to local urban character and sense of place.
- Reflects the particular characteristics, aspirations and cultural identity of the community.
- Enhances livability, diversity, amenity and safety of the public realm.
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- Promotes attractiveness of towns and cities within broader strategic contexts.
- Minimises detrimental impact on neighbouring properties.
Clause 15.02 – Sustainable development
Clause 15.02-1 – Energy and resource efficiency contains the objective:
“To encourage land use and development that is consistent with the efficient use of energy and the
minimisations of greenhouse gas emission.”
The strategies identified are:
- Ensure that buildings and subdivision design improves efficiency in energy use.
- Promote consolidation of urban development and integration of land use and transport.
- Improve efficiency in energy use through greater use of renewable energy.
- Support low energy forms of transport such as walking and cycling.
Clause 16 – Housing provides:
“Planning should provide for housing diversity, and ensure the efficient provision of supporting infrastructure.
New housing should have access to services and be planned for long term sustainability, including walkability
to activity centres, public transport, schools, and open space.
Planning for housing should include providing land for affordable housing.”

5.2

MUNICIPAL PLANNING STRATEGY

Clause 21.02-2 provides the long-term vision for East Gippsland is:
“East Gippsland Shire Council will work with the community to ensure a sustainable future through
livable and productive communities supported by a healthy environment.
This vision is supported with the four principles:
Livability
Strong and vibrant communities create healthy, productive and fulfilling places to live.
Sustainability
Pro-active leadership and strategic partnerships protect and enhance our quality environment.
Productivity
Investment and visitation develop a sustainable and prosperous economy.
Governance
Strong leadership and prudent management of democratic and legislative requirements deliver good
governance outcomes.”
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Clause 21.03 – Settlement provides:
“Within any local government area there is a finely balanced interplay between people, business and
environment. The Council will continue to invest wisely in urban infrastructure to create vibrant urban
centres while maintaining our natural assets – balancing residential, business and tourist development
with wildlife corridors and areas of rural or natural landscape. The impacts of climate-induced sea level
rise, combined with more severe storm surges is likely to be significant for coastal communities in East
Gippsland. We will further a broad range of developments, but will carefully manage them to protect
natural assets and threatened communities.”
Clause 21.05 – Environmental Risk provides:
“The Council plays an important role in managing the environmental risks associated with flood plains,
erosion, bushfire (a particular risk in our heavily forested region) and salinity. As well, the Council must
act to mitigate risks to reduce the vulnerability of people, businesses and property. In this section, our
risk management strategies are wide-ranging; encouraging strong planning and assessment to
minimize development in high risk areas; managing development to minimize environmental
degradation; ensuring compliance with relevant planning conditions and overlays; and introducing a
range of preventative measures.”
Clause 21.05-2 Erosion contains the following objective and strategies:
Objective 1 – To ensure that land use and development is directed to locations and carried out in ways
that minimize its vulnerability to the threat of erosion.
Strategy 1.1 – Use geotechnical risk assessment as a key aid in evaluating proposals for changes of
land use and development in erosion risk areas.
Strategy 1.2 – Ensure that permit conditions to prevent soil erosion – including for construction of roads
in subdivisions – are appropriately monitored and enforced.
Strategy 1.3 – Minimise the impact of development in areas subject to high erosion hazard.
Strategy 1.4 – Ensure the design of channels in a subdivision considers channel stability and the
potential for erosion.
Clause 21.07 – Built Environment and Heritage provides:
“East Gippsland is renowned for its natural beauty. We will link this to the built environment through
encouraging high standards of design across the Shire, ensuring that developments are in keeping with
the character of the natural landscape and supports the social and economic wellbeing of our many
towns. Where developments may impact on local Indigenous culture, we will always consult with the
relevant Aboriginal communities.”
Clause 21.07-3 – Sustainable Development contains the following objective and strategies:
Objective 1 – To ensure that future development contributes to the achievement of livable, productive
and sustainable communities in East Gippsland.
Strategy 1.1 – Ensure new development and land use applications consider potential positive and
negative social impacts on the community.
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Strategy 1.2 – Require proposal for new development, land use, infrastructure and changes in policy
to consider social impact through the preparation of social impact comments and/or assessments as
identified in the East Gippsland Shire Council Social Impact Assessment.
Council will support the existing roles and functions Bruthen fulfils and encourage development of new and
enhanced roles particularly ensuring provision for additional residential development to accommodate
population growth in a coordinated and environmentally sustainable manner.

PROJECT PLANNING RESPONSE
The Planning Policy Framework and the Municipal Planning Strategy provide objectives and strategies for
consideration in planning permit applications. Many of the components of the East Gippsland Planning
Scheme are in relation to the environmental constraints and potential hazards pertaining to land.
This application seeks approval for the development of a second dwelling at 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen. The
subject site is located within the rural residential area of Bruthen.
The property is approximately 49.31 hectares in area and is zoned Rural Living Zone. The subject site is affected
by the Bushfire Management Overlay and the Erosion Management Overlay. The site is not liable to flooding
however may be susceptible to erosion and bushfire hazards. A permit is required for the development of a
second dwelling under the provisions of the Rural Living Zone. The proposed development has taken into
consideration the objectives and requirements of the zone and overlays as addressed throughout this
submission and the proposal is considered to be in keeping with the existing dwelling and uses on the land.
This application does require the removal of one tree however, is exempt under the provisions of the Erosion
Management Overlay and will not result in any negative offsite impacts.
The subject site has access to an adequate level of services to support the proposed development of a second
dwelling, including telecommunications, water, electricity and a suitable road network. Community and
commercial services and facilities are located a short vehicle distance from the site in either Bruthen or further
to Bairnsdale.
Access to the site is existing via a gravel driveway directly to Brooks Road along the southern boundary.
The proposed location of the dwelling has been designed to avoid the Bushfire Management Overlay and to
ensure the potential risk is reduced to an acceptable level.
All stormwater runoff from the building will be directed into water tanks and any overflow to the legal point
of discharge.
There are no physical or environmental constraints that make this site unsuitable for the proposed
development.
The proposal is considered to be consistent with the objectives of both the Planning Policy Framework and
the Municipal Planning Strategy.
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5.3

ZONE AND OVERLAYS:

The site is zoned Rural Living Zone – Schedule 2 (RLZ2) and is affected by the following overlays:
-

Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO)
Erosion Management Overlay (EMO)

The provisions of the Zone and Overlays are addressed below.

Rural Living Zone:
The purpose of the Rural Living Zone is:
-

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
To provide for residential use in a rural environment.
To provide for agricultural land uses which do not adversely affect the amenity of the surrounding land
uses.
To protect and enhance the natural resources, biodiversity and landscape and heritage values of the
area.
To encourage use and development of land based on comprehensive and sustainable land
management practices and infrastructure provision.

An extract of the Rural Living Zone Map is provided below in Figure 3:

Figure 3 - Zoning Map (source - mapshare.vic.gov.au)
Under the provisions of the Rural Living Zone Schedule 2, a permit is required for the development of a second
dwelling under Section 2 permit required use at Clause 35.03-1.
A lot used for a dwelling must meet the following requirements:
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-

-

Access to the dwelling must be provided via an all-weather road with dimensions adequate to
accommodate emergency vehicles.
Each dwelling must be connected to reticulated sewerage, if available. If reticulated sewerage is not
available, all wastewater from each dwelling must be treated and retained within the lot in accordance
with the requirements of the Environment Protection Regulations under the Environment Protection
Act 2017 for an on-site wastewater management system.
The dwelling must be connected to a reticulated potable water supply or have an alternative potable
water supply with adequate storage for domestic use as well as for fire fighting purposes.
The dwelling must be connected to a reticulated electricity supply or have an alternative energy source.

The proposed second dwelling will have suitable access, will connect to the reticulated electricity and water
supply and will connect to proposed septic tank system.
The decision guidelines of the Rural Living Zone are provided in section 6.1 of this submission.

Bushfire Management Overlay:
The purpose of the Bushfire Management Overlay is:
-

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
To ensure that development of land prioritises the protection of human life and strengthens community
resilience to bushfire.
To identify areas where the bushfire hazard warrants bushfire protection measures to be implemented.
To ensure development is only permitted where the risk to life and property from bushfire can be
reduced to an acceptable level.

An extract of the Bushfire Management Overlay Map is provided below in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Bushfire Management Overlay Map (source: mapshare.vic.gov.au)
Under the provisions of Clause 44.06-2 a permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out
works associated with a dwelling. As the proposed dwelling is not within the area affected by the Bushfire
Management Overlay, these provisions do not apply and are therefore not addressed further.
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Erosion Management Overlay:
The purpose of the Erosion Management Overlay is:
-

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.

-

To protect areas prone to erosion, landslip or other land degradation processes, by minimising land
disturbance and inappropriate development.

An extract of the Erosion Management Overlay map is provided below in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Erosion Management Overlay Map (source: mapshare.vic.gov.au)
Schedule 1 of Clause 44.01 of the Erosion Management Overlay provides no planning permit is required for
buildings and works associated with the development of a second dwelling and therefore these provisions are
not addressed further.

5.4

OTHER PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Under the provisions of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 the subject site is recognised as being partially within
an area of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity. The map below shows the extent of cultural heritage
sensitivity over the subject site. The development of one or two dwellings on a lot is an exempt activity.
Additionally given the proposed dwelling is in the location of the previous dwelling, significant ground
disturbance has occurred and as such a Cultural Heritage Management Plan is not required.
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A map showing the location of the cultural heritage sensitivity is provided below in Figure 4.
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6.
6.1

PLANNING ASSESSMENT
DECISION GUIDELINES OF THE RURAL LIVING ZONE

Clause 35.03-5 of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme provides, before deciding on an application to use or
subdivide land, construct a building or construct or carry out works, in addition to the decision guidelines in
Clause 65, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate:
The Planning Policy Framework and the Municipal Planning Strategy.
The Planning Policy Framework and the Municipal Planning Strategy are addressed throughout this report, in
particular in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The proposal is consistent with the objectives and strategies identified within
the State and Local provisions and in particular provides for an appropriate development which has taken into
consideration the potential environmental constraints of the land and any potential impact to adjoining
owners.
The land is not liable to flooding however may be susceptible to bushfire and erosion. The potential bushfire
and erosion hazards have been adequately considered and addressed throughout this submission.
The proposal will not result in any off-site impacts. The proposed development of a second dwelling will have
suitable access and will not be out of character to existing development in the surrounding area. The
application does require the removal of one tree however, will not have a detrimental impact on the land or
the overall character of the area.
The development is not expected to be visually obtrusive or generate any excessive noise. The subject site is
capable of accommodating the proposed second dwelling in an environmentally sustainable manner. The
proposed development will have access to a suitable level of infrastructure and services including power,
water and a road network.
It is proposed that waste will be treated by the proposed new septic tank system.
Overall, the proposed development is considered to be appropriate in this location.
Any regional Catchment Strategy and associated plan applying to the land.
The East Gippsland Regional Catchment Strategy 2013-2019 is applicable to this area and is a planning
framework that sets strategic direction and broad priorities in relation to maintaining and using our regions
assets. The East Gippsland Regional Catchment Strategy 2021-2027 is currently in draft form and out for public
comment.
The subject site is within the Gippsland Lakes and Hinterland Catchment area, more particularly the hinterland
section, which feeds into the Gippsland Lakes.
“The hinterland supports a diverse range of important flora and fauna, including many rare and
threatened species. Habitat for these species is often limited to remnant areas of native vegetation,
including the threatened Gippsland Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Associated Native Grassland
ecological community, which is listed under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
The Gippsland Lakes and Hinterland landscape area is the most modified part of the East Gippsland
region, and is the centre of development and tourism. It includes the urban centres of Bairnsdale, Lakes
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Entrance and Paynesville. The anticipated growth in population has the potential to affect significant
natural values, including threatened species and communities, water regimes and water quality.
Increased development also has the potential to adversely affect the productive capacity of agricultural
land in the area.”
The East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority coordinate the program. It is noted that the subject
site is not within any of the areas identified as being a priority area within the strategy.
The proposed development will not have a detrimental impact on any nearby watercourses, the landscape,
native vegetation or ecosystems. All works will be undertaken in accordance with standard engineering
practices with the objective of preventing any erosion or landslip.
The capability of the land to accommodate the proposed use or development.
The proposed second dwelling is to be located in the south western portion of the subject site in proximity to
the existing development on the land. The site has access to a suitable range of services and infrastructure
including electricity, water and an appropriate road network. A Land Capability Assessment is provided which
concludes that the proposed allotment can adequately treat and retain waste of the proposed second
dwelling.
Whether the site is suitable for the use or development and whether the proposal is compatible with
adjoining and nearby land uses.
The subject site is zoned Rural Living and is proposed to be developed for rural residential purposes. The
allotments surrounding the site are predominantly residential uses with some containing agricultural
activities. The proposed development of a second dwelling is within an appropriate location and are
compatible with the surrounding land uses. The size of the land ensures that two dwellings on this lot does
not exceed the desired density of the Rural Living Zone in this location.
The capacity of the site to sustain the agricultural use.
The subject site is currently being used for the grazing of cattle associated with the existing dwelling, however,
is not considered to be large enough or of suitable characteristics to sustain any intense agricultural activities.
This site is suitable for rural residential development as proposed given the existing development on the land
which is consistent with the surrounding land uses and development.
Any integrated land management plan prepared for the site.
Given the size and location of the subject site in addition to the limited agricultural activities, an integrated
land management plan is not considered necessary or appropriate at this time.
The potential for the future expansion of the use or development and the impact of this on adjoining and
nearby agricultural and other land uses.
The proposal is not considered likely to impact the potential future expansion of any agricultural uses on any
nearby or any surrounding land. The development of a second dwelling will be at a density that is consistent
with the intent of the rural residential zone and consistent with the surrounding land uses and development.
The proposed development in this location is considered appropriate, will be suitably setback from the
boundaries and will not result in any offsite impacts.
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The need to protect and enhance the biodiversity of the area, including the need to retain vegetation and
faunal habitat and the need to revegetate land including riparian buffers along waterways, gullies,
ridgelines, property boundaries and saline discharge and recharge area.
The proposed development of a second dwelling includes the removal of one tree, however will not have a
detrimental impact on the overall vegetation within the area. Given the existing landscaped areas, the existing
vegetation, in addition to the fire risk, revegetation is not considered appropriate in response to this proposal.
The location of on-site effluent disposal areas to minimise the impact of nutrient loads on waterways and
native vegetation.
The proposed dwelling will be located in the south western portion of the subject site. The site has access to
a suitable level of services and facilities. A Land Capability Assessment is provided in Appendix C which
provides the site can treat and retain waste. There are no waterways or vegetation that would be affected by
effluent disposal.
The impact of the siting, design, height, bulk, colours and materials to be used, on the natural environment,
major roads, vistas and water features and the measures to be undertaken to minimise any adverse impacts.
The subject site is located within an existing rural living area with views to be obtained over the eastern,
western and southern areas of the site. The site is not visible from any significant viewpoints or vistas. The
proposed design, siting, height, bulk and materials selected are considered to be of a similar nature to the
rural residential developments existing on the site and surrounding areas and will not be visually obtrusive.
The proposed second dwelling will not adversely impact the views of the natural environment. The removal
of the abandon dwelling and replacement with the new dwelling is considered to be a positive outcome
aesthetically. Abandoned
The impact on the character and appearance of the area or features of architectural, historic or scientific
significance or of natural scenic beauty or importance.
As previously provided the subject site is located within an existing rural residential area containing varied
style residential development. There are no features of architectural, historic or scientific significance on or
surrounding the subject site that will be affected by the proposed development.
The location and design of existing and proposed infrastructure including roads, gas, water, drainage,
telecommunications and sewerage facilities.
All existing facilities and services will be utilised. These services are currently available at the entrance to the
subject site. The drainage of the proposed development will be retained within the immediate area.
Whether the use or development will require traffic management measures.
The proposed development will not require traffic management measures.
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6.2

DECISION GUIDELINES OF CLAUSE 65:

Before deciding on an application or approval of a plan, the responsible authority must consider, as
appropriate:
The matters set out in Section 60 of the Act.
These are the matters which must be considered by the responsible authority.
The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework have been addressed throughout this
submission. The proposed development has been designed to adequately respond to the natural landscape
qualities of the area, address any potential environmental risks and create an additional attractive and
practical dwelling in an existing rural residential area.
The proposed development will not detrimentally affect the amenity of the area and will not be visually
obtrusive. The proposal requires the removal of one tree to facilitate the proposed development. There are
no immediate risks associated with the land that make it unsuitable for the proposed development.
The subject site is located a short distance from the centre of Bruthen. The site has access to a range of
infrastructure and services.
The proposed second dwelling has been designed and located to reduce the potential bushfire risk to an
acceptable level and to respect the existing uses on the land and surrounding the site, ensuring that the natural
landscape qualities of the area are not detrimentally impacted and the setbacks from the boundaries are
appropriate in the locality.
The proposal is consistent with the overall objectives of the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning
Policy Framework.
The purpose of the zone, overlay or other provision.
The land is zoned Rural Residential Zone which seeks to encourage residential development in a rural
environment. This application has adequately addressed and responded to the rural residential character of
the area and the proposed second dwelling is not expected to detrimentally affect the amenity of the area.
The subject site has access to a suitable level of services and infrastructure of which the proposed dwelling
will be connected. The site is affected by the Bushfire Management Overlay and the Erosion Management
Overlay. A permit is required under the provisions of the Rural Living Zone. The requirements of the zone have
been addressed throughout this submission and it is concluded that the proposed second dwelling is
appropriate in this location and the potential risks reduced to an acceptable level.
Any matter required to be considered in the zone, overlay or other provision.
This submission addresses all elements relevant to the proposal as identified in the East Gippsland Planning
Scheme including the zone, overlays and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage provisions. These provisions are all
addressed above, and the proposed development is considered to adequately respond and address the
requirements as relevant. The amenity of the area is not expected to be detrimentally affected and any
erosion or bushfire hazards are reduced to an acceptable level.
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The orderly planning of the area.
This application seeks approval for the development of a second dwelling. The site is approximately 49.31
hectares in area and is with an area comprising of various sized allotments containing predominantly rural
residential style development. The proposed dwelling will not be out of character for the area and is not
expected to detrimentally affect the amenity of the area. This development is consistent with other similar
style developments throughout the East Gippsland Shire. Granting approval of this application will support
consistent and orderly planning of the area.
The effect on the amenity of the area.
The proposal will not result in a detrimental effect to the amenity of the area. The proposed dwelling is not
expected to be visually obtrusive, and the existing character of the area will not be detrimentally affected.
The proposed second dwelling will be located a suitable distance from any other dwelling.
The proximity of the land to any public land.
The site adjoins a road reserve along the western boundary being Brooks Road. Access to the site is existing
via a gravel driveway from the western boundary. The site also adjoins Public Park and Recreation Zone along
the southern boundary being the East Gippsland Rail Trail.
Factors likely to cause or contribute to land degradation, salinity or reduce water quality.
The proposed development of a second dwelling is not likely to contribute to land degradation, salinity or
reduce water quality.
Stormwater runoff will be directed to water tanks in the first instance and then to the legal point of discharge
to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
All works will be undertaken in accordance with standard engineering practices. The proposal is not expected
to cause or contribute to any land degradation, salinity or reduce water quality.
Whether the proposed development is designed to maintain or improve the quality of stormwater within
and exiting the site.
All stormwater runoff from the proposed dwelling will be directed to water tanks in the first instance and then
to the legal point of discharge to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
The extent and character of native vegetation and the likelihood of its destruction.
The proposal requires the removal of one tree to facilitate the proposed development. The site contains
scattered vegetation throughout and landscaped gardens. The removal of one tree is not expected to result
in a negative impact on the character of the area.
Whether native vegetation is to be or can be protected, planted or allowed to regenerate.
Additional planting and regeneration is not considered appropriate in this location given the elevated bushfire
risk.
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The degree of flood, erosion or fire hazard associated with the location of the land and the use, development
or management of the land so as to minimise any such hazard.
The site is not within an area affected by potential flood hazard however is identified as being susceptible to
erosion and bushfire. These risks have been addressed within this submission and in supporting
documentation provided. All preventative measures will be implemented and all works will be undertaken in
accordance with standard engineering practices to the satisfaction of the responsible authority. The risks
identified are considered to be reduced to an acceptable level in this instance.

7.

CONCLUSION

This submission is in support of a planning permit application for the development of a second dwelling at 20
Brooks Road, Bruthen.
The relevant provisions of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme have been addressed and the proposed
development is appropriate in this location.
It is requested that a planning permit be granted for this development.

Development Solutions Victoria
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Site Assessment for Wastewater Disposal
STREETER CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES Pty Ltd

Site Assessment for Wastewater Disposal
for a new residence at
No. 20 Brooks Road - Bruthen
INTRODUCTION
The property owners propose to construct a second residence on the property that is
located at No. 20 Brooks Road, in the Bruthen locality. Reticulated Sewerage is not
available to this allotment, so on-site disposal of effluent is required for the new building.
The property is suitable for the installation of a septic tank with sub-soil absorption
trenches for wastewater disposal.
SITE CONDITIONS
The land under consideration is Lot 3 LP218250. The irregular shaped allotment is
located on the east side of the Brooks Road about 0.65 km north of the Great Alpine
Road and is about 38 hectares in area. The land slopes generally to the south and
towards a gully system that joins Deep Creek and eventually drains to the old course of
the Tambo River. The property contains an existing residence, together with a large farm
shed and several smaller outbuildings.
The proponent has pointed out the location of the proposed second residence, which will
be just to the south of an existing (currently un-used) weatherboard house that will be
demolished at an early stage of the project. The building site is set back approximately
100 metres from the north boundary and 135 metres from the nearest abuttal to Brooks
Road, and is about 71 metres west of the existing residence.
Access to the site will be provided from the existing formed and gravelled driveway that
extends from a gate at the road and continues past the building site to a turning area in
front of the main residence. The proposed residence will be located along a small ridge
that is graded to the south, and will have vehicular access to a small carport at the north
end.
WASTEWATER DISPOSAL OPTIONS
The proposed building site cannot be commanded by the septic tank system at the
existing residence, this being due to the relative site levels. It is considered that the
installation of a new septic tank system will be the best wastewater disposal option for the
proposed building works. A suitable wastewater disposal site exists just to the south of
the building site, and this area was further investigated.
The site under consideration is sufficiently elevated so as to offer expansive views
towards the Bruthen Township and across the floodplain of the Tambo River. The
preferred wastewater disposal area slopes generally towards the south east at a gradient
of about 8% and has a good cover of pasture grasses. The soils encountered comprise
of dark brown loamy topsoil and grey/brown to tan silt up to 800 mm depth overlying
tan/orange very silty clays at greater depth. Tan/brown silty clays from a depth of 700
mm exist at the east end of the building site.

proposed second residence
No. 20 Brooks Road - Bruthen
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Site Assessment for Wastewater Disposal
STREETER CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES Pty Ltd

DRAINAGE
The proposed wastewater disposal site is located on a uniform slope that is “linear
divergent” in shape, and is adequately drained. The wastewater site drains towards
Brooks Road and is not within the catchment of a defined gully that emanates from a farm
dam to the south east of the building site. The average annual rainfall for the site is 750
mm.
SITE ASSESSMENT
Sufficient soil sampling was carried out to estimate the design parameters for the site. A
Design Soil Percolation Rate has been estimated, based on a visual assessment of the
underlying silts, and reference to Table 4.2A2 of AS1547. A Design Loading Rate (DLR)
of 8 mm/day has been adopted for subsoil absorption/transpiration trenches, based on the
following criteria: Soil Category 4; Clay Loams; moderately structured but imperfectly drained; Ksat 0.5 – 1.5
m/day; (from Table 4.2A2 of AS1547).
The assessment is based on a design wastewater volume of 150 litres/person/day, in
accordance with Table 4.1 - EPA Code 891.4 (Household with standard fixtures – reliable
water supply). The residence to be built at the site will contain two bedrooms together
with a kitchen/living area, toilet and bathroom, all with usual water efficient plumbing
fixtures.
A design flow of 450 litres/day is appropriate for the proposed two bedroom unit and for a
maximum of 3 occupants. The total length of 700 mm wide absorption trench required for
the Design Wastewater Loading of 450 litres/day is 54 lineal metres. The installation of 2
No. x 30 metre long runs of 700 mm wide trench is recommended
CONCLUSION
Site analysis and soil percolation testing have indicated that the site is suitable for effluent
disposal by subsoil absorption. The property contains sufficient area for installation of the
required length of disposal trenches, providing that the plumber carefully plans the
location of the septic tank and layout of the trenches to match the land slope. The
suggested location of effluent disposal area is shown on the site plan, but this can be
marginally varied due to the uniform soil profile to the south of the building site.
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
The Septic Tank must be installed and maintained in accordance with EPA Certificate of
Approval CA 1.1/03 and manufactured in accordance with the Australian Standard AS
1546-Small Septic Tanks, and must have a minimum capacity of 1800 litres.
Construction of Absorption Trenches must be carried out in accordance with EPA
Certificate of Approval CA 1.2/03. Trenches should be suitably marked to ensure that
they are not driven over by vehicles or heavy equipment. The Land Application Area
(LAA) must not be grazed by livestock or horses.
Stormwater flows from the proposed residence and any water tanks must be discharged
at a point well clear of the wastewater disposal site and preferably well to the south east
towards the drainage line. The runoff from the driveway and surfaced areas must
continue to be directed away from the area.

proposed second residence
No. 20 Brooks Road - Bruthen
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Results

SOIL PERCOLATION TEST RESULTS
Client:
Property Address:

proposed second residence
20 Brooks Road - Bruthen

Limited soil percolation testing has been carried out. A Design Soil Percolation Rate
has been estimated, based on a visual assessment of the underlying silts and very silty
clay soils, and reference to Table 4.2A2 of AS1547
Soil Category 4; Clay Loams; moderately structured but imperfectly drained; Ksat 0.5 –
1.5 m/day; (from Table 4.2A2 of AS1547).
Adopt a Design Loading Rate DLR of 12 mm/day.

SEPTIC TANK AND SUB-SOIL ABSORPTION
The second residence to be built at the site will contain two bedrooms, kitchen, living
area, bathroom and toilet. Allow for a maximum of 3 persons.
Adopt design wastewater volume of 150 litres/person/day, in accordance with Table 4.1 EPA Code 891.4 (Household with standard water saving fixtures - reliable water supply)
Design Daily Flow 450 litres/day

Design Soil Percolation Rate
Long-Term Absorption Rate
Design Loading Rate
Design Daily Flow
Trench Width
300
500
700
1000

80
9.0
12.0
450

mm/hour
2
l/m /day
mm/day
litres/day

estimated, based on percolation testing
carried out in similar soils

Length of absorption trench required for design daily flow
125
75
54
38

The installation of 2 No. x 30 metre long runs of 700 mm wide trench is recommended

SEPTIC TANK DESIGN
Minimum Tank Capacity C = (S x P x Y) + (P x DF)
=
1170
where
C = effective capacity in litres
S = sludge/scum rate per person
80
P = number of people using system
3
Frequency of use
100%
Y = desludging frequency in years
3
DF = daily inflow (litres per person per day)
150

(litres)
From Table 3.1

ADOPT A SEPTIC TANK OF 1800 Litres (MINIMUM) CAPACITY
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STREETER CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES Pty. Ltd.Consulting Civil Engineer
(A.C.N. 072 946 760)

81 – 101 Brooks Road Bruthen
e-mail: streetercivil@bigpond.com

P O Box 126 Bruthen VIC 3885
Tel. 5157 5362

SITE CLASSIFICATION REPORT –
PROPOSED SECOND RESIDENCE
NO. 20 BROOKS ROAD - BRUTHEN
JOB NUMBER226680
DATE: 17 JANUARY 2022
GENERAL
This Soil Investigation consists of the drilling of 2 boreholes on the proposed site area using a hand auger. Disturbed soil
samples collected have been subjected to visual examination and classification. The Borelogs, showing soil profiles are
recorded on page SR2 as attached and forming part of this report. Bore locations are shown on site plan page SR3.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The land under consideration is Lot 3 LP218250. The irregular shaped allotment is located on the east side of Brooks
Road about 0.65 km north of the Great Alpine Road intersection and is about 38 hectares in area. The land slopes
generally to the south and towards a gully system that joins Deep Creek and eventually drains to the old course of the
Tambo River. The property contains an existing residence, together with a large farm shed and several smaller
outbuildings.
The proponent has pointed out the location of the proposed second residence, which will be just to the south of an
existing (currently un-used) weatherboard house that will be demolished at an early stage of the project. The building
site is set back approximately 100 metres from the north boundary and 135 metres from the nearest abuttal to Brooks
Road, and is about 71 metres west of the existing residence.
Access to the site will be provided from the existing formed and gravelled driveway that extends from a gate at the road
and continues past the building site to a turning area in front of the main residence. The proposed residence will be
located along a small ridge that is graded to the south, and will have vehicular access to a small carport at the north end.
The site under consideration is sufficiently elevated so as to offer expansive views towards the Bruthen Township and
across the floodplain of the Tambo River. The building area slopes generally towards the south east at a gradient of
about 8% and has a good cover of pasture grasses. The soils encountered comprise of dark brown loamy topsoil and
grey/brown to tan silt up to 800 mm depth overlying tan/orange very silty clays at greater depth.
DRAINAGE
The proposed site is adequately drained, in that the area drains towards Brooks Road and is not within the catchment of
a defined gully that emanates from a farm dam to the south east of the building site. The average annual rainfall for the
site is 750 mm. The site may be affected by surface runoff from higher land following the demolition of the existing
weatherboard building, so the installation of a catch drain or soil berm along the high side of the building site would be
beneficial. The average annual rainfall for the site is 750 mm.
GEOLOGY
The Bairnsdale Geological Map SJ 55-7 describes the area as Quaternary Pleistocene age fluvial deposits consisting of
gravel, sand, silt and clays. The samples taken confirm this description.
SITE CLASSIFICATION
Samples from bores show that the classification of the site to be MODERATELY REACTIVE (M) in accordance with AS
2870.1 -2011 "RESIDENTIAL SLABS AND FOOTINGS".
NOTE: These classifications are based on limited bores and should conditions vary after site excavation classification
should be reassessed.
RECOMMENDATIONS
MODERATELY REACTIVE (M) SITES
It is recommended that basic footing details be in accordance with Section 3 of AS 2870.1 -2011 for soil Class M and that
pad footings and concrete stumps be in accordance with AS 1684 – Residential Timber Framing Construction Manuals.
FOUNDING DEPTHS FOR FOOTINGS
STRIP FOOTINGS 600 mm
EDGE BEAMS
200 mm
PADS
600 mm
BEARING CAPACITIES
Generally the soil under the foundations will have a minimum Bearing Capacity of 100 kPa.
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LOG OF HAND AUGER BORES
BORE No.
S1

S2

DEPTH
0

DESCRIPTION
dark brown loamy topsoil; moist

200

grey/brown silt; damp; firm

500

tan silt; damp; firm

700

tan/brown very silty clay; moist; stiff

900

yellow/tan silty clay; moist; stiff

1200

orange/tan silty clay; damp; stiff

1400

end of bore
________________________________
dark brown loamy topsoil; moist

0

250

grey silt; damp; firm

600

tan/brown silt; damp; firm

800

orange/tan silty clay; damp; stiff

1300

end of bore
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Engineer

( A.C.N. 072 946 760 )
Correspondence : P.O.Box 126, Bruthen Vic 3885

e-mail: streetercivil@bigpond.com
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Ms Lois Kennedy
Job:
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20 Brooks Road
Bruthen

Job No:
Date:
Design:
Checked:

Tel : (03) 5157 5362
226680
17-Jan-22
Neil Streeter
Neil Streeter

LOG OF HAND AUGER BORES
BORE No.
S3
S4
S5

DEPTH
0

DESCRIPTION
dark brown loamy topsoil; moist

250

grey/brown silt; damp; firm

600

tan silt; damp; firm

800

tan/orange very silty clay; damp; firm

1200

end of bore

________________________________
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REMARKS
at the Land Application
Area

_________________

Brooks
Road

SITE PLAN

Wastewater
LAA

building
site

farm
dam

existing
residence

existing
farm shed

building
site

LOCALITY PLAN

STREETER CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES
Pty. Ltd.Consulting Civil Engineer
(A.C.N. 072 946 760)

81 – 101 Brooks Road Bruthen
e-mail: streetercivil@bigpond.com

P O Box 126 Bruthen VIC 3885
Tel. 5157 5362

Important Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The previous conclusions are based on limited bores and should conditions on site vary
from the bore descriptions variation in footing sizes and depths may be necessary. It is
recommended any variations be reported to the engineer.
Clays expand and contract because of moisture changes and even relatively stable clays
will move appreciably if subject to extreme moisture conditions on the site. The builder is
to make the owner aware of the following:
• Leaking plumbing or blocked drains should be repaired promptly. Garden
watering, especially by sprinklers should be controlled to avoid saturation of
foundations. Proper garden maintenance should produce year round uniform
moisture conditions.
• Trees and shrubs can cause substantial drying of the soil and associated shrinkage
of the clay. This effect is most likely to result in damage when added to the drying
from a drought or long dry spell. This problem can be avoided by plating trees at
substantial distances from the house. For complete protection against damage,
trees should be avoided on reactive clay sites.
Some minor cracking, whilst undesirable, will occur in a significant proportion of houses
on reactive clays. It is impossible to design a footing system that will completely protect a
house under all circumstances.
Various construction and architectural details can be adopted to reduce the effect of
movement.
• articulation of brickwork
• Flexible plumbing connection
• Surface drainage of allotments to avoid water ponding against or near footings.
• Subsoil drainage (refer to site plan page SR-3 and specification sheet page SR-1)
Any excavations required parallel to the footings should be kept at a suitable distance from
the footings to prevent undermining. Service trenches should be filled with natural site clay
in order to prevent rapid movement of soil moisture into the backfill.
All foundations and site works should be inspected by a competent person to ensure that
subsurface conditions and site preparation procedures are in accordance with those outlined
in the report. If any doubt exists then this office should be contacted immediately for
further advice. We take no responsibility for any consequences arising from footing
excavations either shallower or deepened beyond our recommended founding depths
without our prior approval.
The use of standard footings as presented in AS2870-2011 is only applicable to building
works with a loading and a construction style similar that of a residential dwelling as
described in section 3.1 of AS2870-2011.
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CHRIS O’BRIEN & COMPANY PTY LTD
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&

STRUCTURAL
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ABN: 69 006 752 656

Reference No: B22067
Project No: 110322
21/03/2022
Development Solutions Victoria
46 Bailey Street
BAIRNSDALE Vic 3875

Attn:

Sophie Dilks

Email: sophie@devsolvic.com.au

Dear Sophie,
RE:

GRA Waiver for Proposed 2 Bedroom Dwelling (2nd Dwelling)
20 Brooks Road, Bruthen.

Chris O’Brien & Company Pty Ltd have been engaged by Sophie Dilks of Development
Solutions Victoria to determine whether or not a full Geotechnical risk assessment report
is required for a proposed 2 bedroom dwelling (2nd Dwelling) at 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen
Vic 3909. An erosion management overlay exists over the property.
The purpose of this letter is to determine if the works to be carried out on this site will be a
risk to the surrounding environment and is to be used in the planning application process
only. This letter is not a soil classification report and shall not be used for this purpose.
Information contained in this letter is from a visual inspection of the site and based on
information supplied to Chris O’Brien & Company Pty Ltd on the work to be completed on
the site.
The site was inspected by Andrew Powell on the 21st March 2022.
Inspection of the allotment confirmed no erosion problems currently exist on the site. The
allotment had a good grass cover and had falls generally to the south. Falls varied with a
maximum fall of 1 in 15 over the site where the works are to take place. An old timber
residence is also in existence in this area.
Works to be completed on the site include the removal of the existing residence, some
shallow excavation works for the proposed footings and the removal of 1 significant and 2
smaller trees. While any demolition works, excavation works and tree removal silt fences
are to be erected to the south of the proposed site of works and these silt fences are to
remain in place until all works are completed. Should this be completed then we expect no
environmental risks from the work to be undertaken.

All correspondence to:
P.O. Box 18
Traralgon Vic. 3844

13 A Church Street
Traralgon Vic. 3844

Telephone (03) 5174 9911
Facsimile (03) 5174 0011

Development Solutions Victoria
Proposed 2 Bedroom Dwelling, 20 Brooks Road, Bruthen

Project No. 110322
Page 2 of 5

Storm water created from the proposed dwelling will be directed to the legal point of
discharge via water tanks with the overflow from tanks to be treated with rock beaching.
Should this be done we expect no environmental risks from this source.
We therefore suggest that a full geotechnical risk assessment report is not required for this
development. As long as normal precautions are taken, such as provision of silt fences
during any demolition, excavation and tree removal works and all storm water overflow and
outlets are properly treated, we anticipate no environmental risks with the work to be
undertaken.

Should you need to clarify anything, please contact the Andrew Powell on 0402384596

Yours faithfully,

Andrew Powell Assoc.Dip (Civil)
for CHRIS O'BRIEN & COMPANY PTY LTD

COB&Co 2022
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Existing Residence

COB&Co 2022
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Photos below show trees to be removes.

COB&Co 2022
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Photos below show the building area.
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